
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If I use this language to you, it is because I am in a manner justified in
using it, for I am _________ certain that I can save Mme.
1.

quite

After some delay a very fat negress opened the door, and eyed the
strangers _________ suspiciously.
2.

rather

We weave within us poetic fancies _________ equal to those of the
woman; and the day when either party guesses them they take wings to
themselves and fly away.

3. quite

In him it was combined with a strong sense of humour which is carefully
kept out of his writing, and which, as I used to fancy, must have been at times
a _________ awkward endowment.

4.

rather

As she passed into the damp and _________ dismal grounds, Camilla's
thoughts turned as usual to the coming future.
5. rather

Conceivably she found the two animated friends of the morning had
become _________ taciturn.
6.

rather

She is _________ aware of all this herself, so you may imagine how
unhappy she is, and how earnestly she begs for your aid.
7. quite

Bob kept on, and the sentinel, finding that it was only a boy, looked
_________ sheepish.
8.

rather

Most of them were undersized, some tough, some _________ sickly.9. rather

Everything in it is possible and probable, and though the comedy is
_________ rueful, it is comedy.
10.

rather

This was, as has been hinted above, exactly fifty years before his death,
and though in the first of these five decades the pudding if not the praise was
still _________ scanty, his reputation waxed steadily and never waned.

11.

rather
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Although anxious to go at once to see this trap, they felt the propriety of
doing justice to what had been provided for them, and sat down to their meal,
for which, to say truth, they were _________ ready.

12.

quite

It is a dignified and humane custom to have a bathroom attached to every
bedroom; and my impulse to sing the praises of it brought me once at least
into a _________ quaint complication.

13.

rather

She stands, looking _________ disconsolately, first up the hill, then down
it, evidently uncertain which direction to choose.
14. rather

Upon all these points I was _________ clear; my sympathy was all in
arms against my interest; and had not Jim been involved, I could have dwelt
almost with satisfaction on the idea of my failure.

15. quite

The zoologist looked at her in a _________ odd manner for a moment.16. rather

I have memories of a tall, _________ austere person, yet of great
kindliness, but it was the pretty, playful stepmother that made the most vivid
impression.

17. rather

This reason was so good a one, that poor Bertha was _________
satisfied with it, and did not trouble herself.
18. quite

Christopher peacefully smoked, his body well spread out in the chair, his
broad _________ clumsy-looking fingers clutching devotedly at his pipe.
19.

rather

He remembered now how easily his want of caution might have put Billy
in possession of the secret, and he knew enough of the fellow's character to
feel _________ sure of the use he would be inclined to make of it.

20.

quite
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